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For more than 100 years doctors have been coming to us for advice. Now you can, too.  The Merck

Manual has traditionally provided exclusive, up-to-the-minute information to doctors, nurses, and

other healthcare professionals. Now, with this special Home Edition, the general public can access

virtually the same critical data contained in the physician's version -- but in everyday language and a

reader-friendly format.  With contributions from nearly 200 internationally respected medical experts,

this fully revised edition offers vital, easy-to-understand information about almost every known

medical issue, including:  &#149; AIDS &#149; cancer &#149; eating, digestive, and nutrition

disorders &#149; heart disease &#149; mental illness &#149; pediatric care -- including a new

chapter on early-childhood development &#149; sexual dysfunction &#149; terminal illness &#149;

viruses and infections  ...and much more. Featuring original illustrations and diagrams, an A-Z listing

of brand-name and generic drugs, and an appendix of medical resources, The Merck Manual --

Home Edition is published as a not-for-profit service by Merck, a world leader in breakthrough

medical discoveries with a long commitment to making the world a healthier place.
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Jane E. Brody The New York Times The most useful [medical guide] of all...consumer

friendly...clever cross-referencing...includes topics missing from many competitors.



Mark H. Beers, M.D., Editor-in-Chief of The Merck Manuals, is Executive Director of Geriatrics and

Medical Literature at Merck &amp; Co., Inc., and Associate Clinical Professor of Medicine, MCP --

Drexel University. Dr. Beers assembled a group of nearly 200 eminent experts as Editorial Board

members, consultants, and authors for this book.This outstanding group has dedicated years to the

development of The Merck Manual Of Medical Information -- Second Home Edition, ensuring that

the information contained within it is complete and easy to use and understand, while meeting the

same standards of excellence that healthcare professionals have trusted in The Merck Manual for

more than a century.

Information aplenty, format lacking, before you buy please note the size of this publication, a mere

4X7 inches and 3 inches thick. This book is difficult to manage and should be offered in a full size

hardcover for those of us less nimble with the mighty page.

The Merck Manual of Medical Information is a well organized and well-written book that clearly

explains medical conditions. The book is organized by chapters covering the major organ systems

and their medical problems. You will also find a chapter discussing medications.If you are looking

for a book that will help you understand medical conditions, you will find The Merck Manual of

Medical Information a terrific addition to your home library.Recommend.

Plain english, very helpful. I am a healthcare professional, I gave this home edition to my son, who

would call me on occassion trying to discribe a rash or condition over the phone, this helped him to

communicate his symptoms better.

Bought this for our 14 year old that is curious about many medical things as a easy reference.

Had one that was full sized, I find this not as wide/tall but thicker and easier to store in my first aid

kit. The content is quite extensive, I was somewhat surprised when I first got it, which should say

something when considering I spent hours researching which medical manual to get for home/work,

scoured the reviews on numerous others as well. I would have spent more on this book had I seen it

in a store, just glad I didn't have to.

more than I ever wanted to know about the things I have wrong



I retired from this organization a while back. Being a Pharmacist, I always admired "Merck" and

even more so after I worked for them. The Home Edition is more easily understood by non-medical

folks than the straight up "Merck Manual" (my opinion). Same info pretty much but in lay folks terms.

Lots of great info on a plethora of topics. A must have for folks that do survival type activities.

So very MUCH info in such a small space. Every first aid kit should have one of these in it or close

by.
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